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Abstract - We empirically evaluate the impact of media and information on wine buying decisions. In particular, the analysed factors
are: advertisements/reviews on traditional media (e.g. magazines, newspapers, TV); advertisements/reviews on new media (e.g.
forums, blogs, websites); price; brand; word of mouth; previous personal experience. A growing number of specialized sites, blogs
and forums is devoted to wines and many of those feature competent, professional reviews and suggestions. Since wine is a traditional
good, not linked to technology, the research question is to empirically analyse whether these new channels have an influence on
consumers’ behaviour and decisions, or not. In order to study this, a questionnaire has been created and spread to potential Italian
buyers, gathered from specialized websites and blogs, wineries or social channels. A Likert scale (1-7) has been used to evaluate the
level of agreement towards the impact on buying decision of the mentioned factors. A total of 460 full questionnaires have been
returned; the data have been analysed by statistical means, to compare the impact on consumers’ behaviour of new media compared
to more traditional sources of information. After that, a simulation model has been used, parametrized with the data coming from
the questionnaire, to show how new and social media, when used as a marketing and communication mean from the company, can
impact the diffusion of a message towards potential customers, in this specific use case.
Keywords - influence of new media, customers buying behaviour, wine sector, empirical models, simulation, information diffusion,
potential customers

with others, like brand, price and previous personal
experience. Wine has been selected as the target good for
the present research, since it’s a very traditional good, but
also a social one. Besides it can be considered emotional,
since it touches human senses (taste, but also smell and, to
a lesser extent, sight. There are wine collectors and wine
experts, but also many “non-professional” wine enthusiasts
all over the world.
Other researches have pointed out a number of factors
that can influence the wine selection process (Jenster and
Jenster 1993; Koewn and Casey 1995; Batt and Dean 2000;
Hall et al 2002). Howard and Stonier (2002), stress that
“there is more to wine than simple tangible qualities”.
So, while taste, quality, origin, brand are definitely
important factors, not many people are actually so
acknowledged to really sort out these features and hence
other factors, like price, communication, involvement,
situation and even packaging seem to be leading the
consumers’ buying process for this particular good.
In order to define the importance of different factors in
wine buying decision, a questionnaire has been proposed to
potential wine buyers; the channels used to spread the
questionnaire have been Italian specialized websites and
blogs, wineries and social channels (Facebook and direct email). A total of 460 questionnaires have been collected
and analysed.

I. INTRODUCTION
New information channels like, among others, social
media, blogs, forums, chats and websites have vastly
changed the way in which "word of mouth" (WOM) about
products is spread among potential customers, introducing
new approaches for the acquisition and retention of
purchasers, as discussed in, e.g. Osenton 2002 and Wind et
al., 2002. This is particularly true for digital and
technological goods, but also traditional ones are affected.
Besides direct communications from companies,
Seneca and Nantel (2004) talk about “online interpersonal
influence”, hinting at the principle that each consumer can
have influence on others’ decisions, through social
networks and other interactive media.
The WOM which takes place on virtual places, instead
of the real world, is usually referred to as e-WOM. This has
proven to be a very important factor, affecting buying
decisions of technological goods (e.g. Cellular phones, as
shown in Karjaluoto et al., 2005). Since specialized new
media (e.g. Blogs, sites and forums) exist also for more
traditional goods, it is of growing concern to look at
consumer buying decision process and cast light on the
factors that determine their final choice.
The purpose of this research is to empirically evaluate
the impact of different new and traditional communication
media on wine buying decisions and compare these factors
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A Likert scale (De Winter et al, 2010) ranging from 1
to 7 was used for each question, where 1 is “not agree” and
7 is “fully agree”.
For the second part of the research, a simulation model
has been used, to test and evaluate the impact of social
media in the diffusion of information about a traditional
good, like wine is.

cognitive endowment, both in purchase and in
consumption, to the final demand".
The experience and knowledge that the consumer has
acquired over time play a fundamental role in the
possibility for the buyer to correctly and realistically assess
the price of a bottle of wine, allowing the purchase of a
product that actually has a perceived quality as aligned as
possible to the expected quality; the same authors also
stress the importance of two other variables that affect
awareness of the wine product system: age and place of
birth.
The complexity and the wide offer contribute to a high
perceived risk for the consumer or to a high uncertainty
regarding the negative consequences of the choice made;
this leads buyers to implement the so-called risk-reduction
strategies (RRS), i.e. mechanisms aimed at reducing
uncertainty even if the information available is not
adequate and the consequences of the purchase are
unpredictable.
The perception of risk is influenced by external factors
and also by specific variables of the individual, the
propensity to risk is in fact a subjective variable, as is
experience; according to the literature, for example,
uncertainty is reduced to the rise of experience acquired in
a specific field (Lacey et al., 2009). Nevertheless, it is
possible to identify various generic risk reduction strategies
such as: information retrieval, brand loyalty, seller’s high
reputation, price, retrieval of guarantees and reassurances
(figure 1).

II. WINE AS AN “EXPERIENCE GOOD”
Wine is a complex commodity that over the years has
undergone a significant change in its methods of
production and consumption. In recent decades, in fact, in
traditional producing countries, the consumption of this
drink has gone from nutritional reasons to the pure pleasure
of pleasure drinking. Wine is consumed on special
occasions and to socialize both inside and outside the house
and has become a highly differentiated and valuable
product.
In particular, it was during the new millennium that the
passage of this product from nutritious to cult is sanctioned:
new initiatives are born aimed at attracting consumers such
as "open cellars" aimed at a tasting of the product in the
context of production to understand in depth the origins and
attributes. The management of the wine shelf in the large
retail outlets has also changed, a change that is not intended
to trivialise the experience of buying this product. Exports
therefore represent 40% of production, in relation to a
volume produced of 47.5 million hectolitres.
In addition to this cultural change, wine has an
important peculiarity for which it has been chosen for this
research: it is defined as an “experience good”, which
means that unlike other goods, it can be evaluated in
qualitative terms by the consumer only after tasting and
consumption (following the classification devised by
Nelson, 1970).
The fact that it is impossible to assess the quality of the
product before the purchase stage means that the wine
market is characterised by a strong information asymmetry
between the producer and the consumer. The first has as its
objective linked to the production and to the sensory
characteristics of the beverage, while the consumer can
limit himself to conjectures and deductions on the quality
of the output on the basis of attributes that will be further
examined or on the basis of friends’ advises or, also, on the
basis of reviews found on specialised journals or websites.
The path described above has also encouraged the policies
of differentiation of producers aimed at obtaining a longterm competitive advantage, contributing to a greater
attention to variety.
In addition, consumers who want to buy wine have to
face a high complexity linked to a wide range of offerings
made up of countless variants and brands. For these
reasons, wine has also been defined as a “cognitive
product” (Mattiacci et. al). This means having "an
intrinsically complex structure, which requires a non-trivial
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Figure 1. Risk Reduction Strategies

These notions have been applied to the wine market,
starting from the assumption that the decision to buy wine
is dominated by fear and anxiety because most consumers
do not have the knowledge to make informed decisions, but
do not want to appear totally incompetent (Gluckman,
1986).
The authors Lacey, Bruwer and Li (2009) state that, in
choosing wine, the consumer perceives four types of risk:
the functional risk in relation to the potential bad taste of
the bottle chosen, the social risk of a lack of approval of the
wine by family and friends, the financial risk due to a very
bad ratio between the total sum of costs incurred and the
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perceived quality and finally the physical risk related to the
state of drunkenness.
In the same way, a series of Risk Reduction Strategies
specific to this market can be identified, the authors outline
two in particular: the opportunity to taste wine before
buying through free samples or through a tasting at the
point of sale and personal recommendations.
According to Spawton (1991), however, all the
mechanisms mentioned above are adaptable to the choice
of wine, the consumer tends to buy products of brands of
which he has already had experience (personal previous
experience), tends to acquire information from others and
from sales staff, is often based on price and format of
packaging and label.
As a further introduction to the motivations for this
research, it is useful to distinguish “intrinsic attributes”
from “extrinsic attributes”.
Intrinsic attributes are physical characteristics of the
product that cannot be modified without totally altering the
nature of the product itself, and are therefore specific to
each output; in the case of wine they taste and consequent
aromas (bouquet), but also colour, fall into this category
(figure 2). The consumer/buyer of wine has difficulty in
finding information about these attributes in the phase prior
to purchase, except for repeated purchases or products that
have already been consumed previously. Nevertheless,
according to a study conducted in Italy (Hertzberg and
Malorgio), taste is the attribute that most affects the choice
of the consumer along with the opinions of friends. About
65% of respondents to the survey indicate: opinions of
friends and preliminary tasting as the most effective
methods to promote and encourage the purchase of a bottle
of wine.

such as: manufacturer's brand, origin certification, price
and label.
The blog "The numbers of wine" provides a ranking of
these attributes in relation to the importance of choosing
wine for consumption outside the home.
The top of the list is the manufacturer's brand,
particularly in situations of risk or information asymmetry
(such as the one described above and depicted in figure 1).
Immediately after brand, it is the origin of the wine that
plays a fundamental role in consumer choice. The latter, in
relation to complex decisions like this, tends to adopt a
heterogeneous attitude towards different outputs basing its
perception of attributes and the resulting preferences on the
basis of the country or region in which they were produced,
this phenomenon is called the "country effect".
Another extrinsic attribute, price, seems to take on a
minor role. The monetary value of a wine bottle is also
considered as a cognitive shortcut and falls within the RRS
mentioned above (figure 1); it is used as a signal of quality
by less experienced consumers, which tend to protect
themselves from poor quality by acquiring more expensive
bottles.
Finally, the last extrinsic attribute mentioned is the
label, the latter represents both an important tool to reduce
the information asymmetry between consumer and
producer and an important factor of differentiation of the
bottle from the aesthetic point of view.
From a design point of view, it has been shown that
colour, images and logos on the label have a greater impact
on women than on men (Thomas & Pickering, 2003).

Figure 3. Extrinsic attributes for wine

III. WINE 2.0
While dividing the different products and services on
the market today into unique categories can be complex,
there are clearly outputs that, in relation to a higher level of
consumer involvement, require a broader and more indepth set of information to encourage the buyer to make a
decision and conclude the purchase. The authors Vrana and

Figure 2. Intrinsic attributes for wine

Extrinsic attributes (figure 3) also refer to a specific
product, but unlike the previous ones they do not belong to
it in the strict sense; this category includes external factors
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Zafiropoulos (2012) include in this category those products
whose quality is difficult to assess before consumption.
Further confirming the literature previously examined, they
mention both tourist services, therefore an intangible
output, and wine.
As mentioned in the previous paragraph, wine is a
complex product, presented as an experiential and
cognitive good, linked to a high complexity in the
consumer's choice of purchase and a high perceived risk.
The authors Szolnoki, Taits and Nagel (2014) also
claim that it is in fact an output full of emotions and that
anyone who consumes wine is inclined to have their own
opinion and wishes to share it with others.
Wine therefore seems destined to benefit from the use
of social media, authors, Agnoli et al. (2013) state that the
adoption of social media as a marketing and
communication tool in the Business to Consumer context
is more suitable for those sectors whose products require a
high level of trust and for which the purchasing process is
mainly based on information search.
Wine, a food product, is part of the Pavitt taxonomy of
the traditional sector including those outputs related to
people and homes (textiles, clothing, food, furniture and
furnishings) in which Italy excels worldwide through a
competition on factors such as: quality, brand, image and
tradition.
The values connected to the tradition and art of wine
production are often considered discordant and not suitable
for their communication through the typical tools from web
2.0, such as blogs and social media.
The combination of new technologies and traditional
sectors of the economy is however becoming increasingly
solid.
A. Gori, sommelier and journalist, states that the use of
social media and Web 2.0 in the wine sector is functional
because the consumer, in a situation of information
asymmetry with respect to the producer, needs the
information available on blogs, social networking sites and
content communities to make their choice of consumption,
other authors argue that consumers can use social media as
alternatives to the classic search engines to find any type of
information about wine (Szolnoki et al, 2014). Gori himself
also states that the set of information available ex ante
using these tools has a considerable influence on the
performance of the wineries and that is why their use must
also comply with the guidelines identified by Kaplan and
Haenlein (2010).
From a chronological point of view, the evolution that
has guaranteed the growth and diffusion of social media
has as its basic pillar the transition from Web 1.0 to Web
2.0, in the same way the communication strategies of wine
companies were able to exploit different channels in
relation to interactivity with the consumer. For this reason,
it is possible to distinguish the concept of Wine 1.0 from
that of Wine 2.0.
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In the first case, the wineries set up their presence on
the Web through sites that were the simple transposition of
the paper brochure; the set of information available to the
user included: product catalogue and their characteristics,
contact details for the company and sometimes a simple
software to give the customer the opportunity to buy bottles
online. The website was not interactive and users were
therefore not allowed to post comments and reviews.
Wine 2.0, on the other end, is intended to engage
consumers through social media in a way that takes
advantage of user-generated content (UGC). In figure 4 a
graph is shown for social media usage connected to wine.

Figure 4. Social media usage connected to wine

As is often the case in the technology sector, Wine 2.0
is hence intended as a successor to version 1.0, of which it
incorporates the main components, while guaranteeing a
higher level of interactivity.
The authors of the book "Wine Marketing & Sales"
state that the advent of Wine 2.0 has provided consumers
with more tools to learn about a brand while at the same
time allowing companies to build new types of
relationships with their customers. Determining one's
approach to using Web 2.0 tools is critical and the authors
identify three possible options: ignore the Wine 2.0 phase,
monitor and respond, or participate proactively.
In the first case, the winery management, supporting for
example the idea that Wine 2.0 is only a transitory phase
and of short duration, decides not to invest company
resources in these channels; this first option is rarely
chosen in today's marketing context in relation to the now
obvious change of the consumer in his consumer journey
and the continuous growth of the number of users of the
Web.
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social networking sites and content communities, aimed at
engaging wine consumers. Wine blogs are interactive sites
set up by a blogger or group of bloggers who write speeches
about this product. Anyone can set up one and for this
reason there are blogs of wine lovers, blogs of wineries and
blogs of anyone interested in publishing their opinions on
a bottle of wine consumed.
Thach herself says that wine blogs are not monitored
and there are no official guidelines or rules regarding the
type of topics that can be covered, so the same wine can be
the subject of countless types of content depending on the
author and for the same reason, some content can compete
for sales in a winery and others can become an obstacle.
The researcher has therefore conducted a research to
understand which types of contents can be conveyed by this
tool and has divided the different wine blogs into
categories. The results show the existence of 9 categories
of wine blogs on the Internet: wine reviews, wine and food,
wine education, specific region, wine & culture, winery
blog, wine business, winemaking and viticulture, others.

The intermediate alternative is to monitor and track,
through analysis tools offered by Google and social
networking sites, what is said about your business on the
Web. This strategy requires less time than the third
alternative, but at least allows the winery to be aware of
what is happening on digital platforms. Finally, the
proactive approach is translated into an additional effort
compared to the traditional marketing strategy of the wine
business, and not a substitute. Integration with other
communication mix tools, coherence and activism must be
the pillars of a credible, valuable and therefore effective
communication strategy.
In this case, the winery participates directly and
involves its customers by providing valuable content
through different types of social media. The authors also
state that the winery should not confine itself to conveying
its own content, but that it should also involve and
participate in the activities of other parties (customers,
suppliers, Influencers and others) active on the Web.
A research conducted by the communication agency
BeSharable on 3439 Italian wine companies, shows that
94% of the analysed ones have a website, that includes an
English version in 96% of cases and an Italian version in
4%. As far as the use of social networking sites is
concerned, 73% have a Facebook profile; the same
wineries are also present on other platforms, but with much
lower percentages (32% are present on Twitter, 16% on
Instagram and 14% on Google+).
Mills and Pitt (2011) state that in the wine industry, the
website is functional to convey information on different
aspects: prices, information on products, location of the
cellar, contacts and educate the user. For this reason, the
legibility of the winery's site or its intelligibility becomes a
fundamental variable to outline the effectiveness of the
company's communication strategy. In addition to this, the
authors themselves state that the level of navigability of the
site has a direct impact on the level of consumer confidence
and involvement, both fundamental elements of an
effective digital communication strategy; for this reason, it
is necessary to follow and respect simple guidelines.
In relation to social networking sites, the 6 companies
considered by Capitello et al. (2013) showed a
heterogeneous situation: some of them had only one profile
on Facebook while some managed profiles on at least two
other platforms, such as YouTube. Again, the researchers
stated that those who, driven by the spread and success of
these new tools, had activated several channels at the same
time, were obliged to focus their attention and efforts on
only one or a few. The data show that the highest levels of
visibility on the Web were not achieved by companies with
a wider mix of social media used, but rather by those who
were more creative in terms of the significance and value
of the content conveyed.
Another Web 2.0 fundamental tool, widely used in the
wine sector, is constituted by blogs. The “wine blog” is
defined by Thach (2010) as a Wine 2.0 tool, in addition to
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IV. THE QUESTIONNAIRE
As stated in the introduction, in order to define the
importance of different factors in wine buying decision and
investigating the effect of the new media channels on
customers’ buying decisions, a straightforward
questionnaire has been proposed to potential wine buyers.
The channels used to spread the questionnaire have been
Italian specialized websites and blogs, wineries and social
channels (Facebook and direct e-mail). A total of 460
questionnaires have been collected and analysed.
The purpose was to keep the questionnaire as plain and
simple as possible, so to encourage people to complete it.
The questions about the factors of influence on buying
decision used a Likert scale ranging from 1 to 7, where 1 is
“not agree” and 7 is “fully agree”. The respondents were
not linked to a total of “points” to scatter on the various
questions. Rather, they could give any vote to any factor.
In Joost et al (2010) we read that Likert scales are
widely used in various domains such as behavioral
sciences, healthcare, marketing, and usability research.
When responding to a Likert scale, participants specify
their level of agreement to statements with typically five or
seven ordered response levels. Likert item data have
distinct characteristics: discrete instead of continuous
values, tied numbers, and restricted range.
The questions asked were:
‐ where did you find this questionnaire? [blog/website,
winery, personal email, facebook,]
‐ age
‐ sex
‐ geographical region
‐ average monthly expense in wines
‐ impact of brand on purchase decision [1..7, where 1
don't agree and 7 fully agree]
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‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Liguria and Calabria (among 1% and 2%) and other
regions, namely Basilicata, Abruzzo and Valle D'Aosta at
under 1%.
An important parameter is the average monthly
expense. The average was 88.90€, which is quite high,
showing that most of the respondents use to heavily invest
in wines. In the following table, a division per classes of
expense.

impact of price on purchase decision [1..7, as above]
impact of advertisements or reviews on traditional
media (magazines, newspapers, TVs, ...) on purchase
decision [1..7, as above]
impact of advertisements or reviews on new media
(websites, forums, blogs, social networks...) on
purchase decision [1..7, as above]
impact of word of mouth (advice from friends,
relatives, ...) on purchase decision [1..7, as above]
impact of past personal experience on purchase
decision [1..7, as above]

TABLE 1. DIVISION IN CLASSES OF EXPENSE

Since even the same wine (same kind and brand)
changes on a per year basis, the last question refers to a
personal experience on the product of the previous years,
and this was clearly stated in the instructions. This is
important to check if customers prefer their experience,
even if the product may significantly differ from the one
they tasted in the past, or rather more up-to-date reviews
and advice coming from other sources.
The questionnaire was spread through specialized sites
and blogs (whose titles are in the acknowledgments), direct
emails, Facebook (or other social networks) pages and
physical and web wineries. The majority of the results were
gathered from the questionnaires spread through sites and
blogs (267 out of 460, i.e. about 58%). Only 27 were those
coming from direct email (slightly less than 6%), while
20.7% came from the social networks (95 questionnaires)
and 15.4% from wineries (71). Since the email is a social
media and the number of those questionnaire is negligible,
it has been decided, for the analysis, to put together those
questionnaires and the ones coming from the social
networks and consider them as a whole, coming from
“social channels”.
The global average age of the respondents was 41.6,
with a median of 41 and a mode of 35. For the respondents
coming from blogs or websites, those data change to 42.3,
42 and 50 respectively, while for those coming from
wineries they account to 42.9, 43 and 50 respectively. The
respondents that received the questionnaire via email had
an average age of 34.1, with a median of 33 and a mode of
22. Last, those who got the questionnaire through Facebook
had an average age of 40.9, with a median of 41 and a mode
of 43. The majority of the respondents were males, 341,
versus 119 females (74% and 26% respectively).
As to geographical regions, the questionnaire was
spread through Italian sites, blogs and wineries, so almost
the totality of respondents were actually living in Italy,
except four of them (out of 460, so a negligible percentage).
Most people (130 out of 460, i.e. about 28%) were from
Piemonte, follow by Lombardia (16%), Veneto (12%) and
Toscana (10%). After those, Lazio and Emilia Romagna
(7% and 6% respectively), Trentino and Friuli (both at
about 4%), Marche, Umbria, Sardegna, Puglia, Sicilia,
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The following table shows the same classification,
operated for each of the media through which the data were
gathered (each column totals 100%).
TABLE 2. CLASSES OF EXPENSE VS PROVENIENCE OF
QUESTIONNAIRE

It is evident how the people coming from the social
media have the highest concentration in the lower classes
of expense (about 75% under 100€ and about 47% under
50€). People coming from wineries have the highest
percentage (among the three media) of very high expense
(11.3% over 250€), while those coming from specialized
websites and blogs are more evenly divided, with the
majority (almost 80%) with expenses lower than 150€ and
about 20% higher.
V. ANALYSIS OF DATA
The most relevant part, for the present study, is
constituted by the replies to the Likert based questions.
Several analyses have been carried on, starting from the
basic statistical ones.
A. Counting Votes
First, the data have been collected and counted,
meaning, how many replies have been given for each
media, with each possible vote [1..7]. This is reported in
the following tables and charts.
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TABLE 3. COUNT OF DATA PER VOTE

TABLE 4. PERCENTAGES FROM TABLE 3

TABLE 5. CUMULATIVE DATA FROM TABLE 3

shows a comparison among the two. This shows how
reviews and information appearing on sites, forums and
blogs are more important to the respondents, than
traditional media.

This initial data count already gives some interesting
and important hints. Traditional media and new media have
a similar trend, with a majority of “low impact” (vote: 1)
on purchase decision. New media have a perceivable edge
in the higher numbers (votes: 5 and 6). The following chart

Figure 5. Comparison among traditional media and new media, and importance on buying decision

From the gathered data, it is evident how both price and
WOM are considerable more important than both
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traditional and new media, and very similar in the trend of
votes. This is depicted in the following chart.
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Figure 6. Importance of price and WOM on buying decision

Brand seems not to be as important as price or WOM,
but a bit more than advertisements or reviews. The factor
which is most important is previous experience, even if, as

already stated, one year’s wine can considerably differ
from the one tasted year(s) before. These two variables are
depicted in the following chart.

Figure 7. Importance of brand and previous personal experience on buying decision

data. In a following session the same values will be
explored for normalized data. In the following table, the
average, standard deviation, mode and median is shown for
each category.

B. Basic Statistical Variables
Also the statistical basic variables prove the mentioned
trends. These values are calculated on the basis of the raw

TABLE 6. STATISTICAL BASIC VARIABLES FOR AGGREGATE DATA

mode of 1. So the average value is slightly higher for the
new media, and the median is 1 point higher, meaning that
people give slightly more credit to what they read on
websites, forums and blogs than to what they read on

Once again traditional media and new media are
similar, with an edge on the latter on the former. Both have
an average vote among 3 and 4 (in a range of 1..7), a similar
standard deviation, a median of 3 and 4 respectively and a
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magazines or watch on TV. Price and WOM exhibit a very
similar statistical behaviour, here, with an average of 4.6, a
standard deviation of about 1.5, a median of 5 and a mode
of 5. Brand seems to be slightly less important than WOM
and price, but more significant of both new and traditional
media.

The same analysis has been done by dividing the
gathered data on the basis of the provenience of the
respondents (i.e.: Websites/blogs, wineries, social
channels).
The following table shows the data from the
respondents coming from websites and blogs. It is
important to divide the sources so to see how the data vary.

TABLE 7. STATISTICAL BASIC VARIABLES FOR QUESTIONNAIRES COMING FROM BLOGS/WEBSITES

Not surprisingly, since these data come from the
respondents on the web, the new media now have a more
pronounced edge over traditional media and, according to
the statistical variables shown here, seem to be about as
important as brand, in wine purchase decision. WOM and

price, again, are very similar, with a small edge for the price
and again, personal experience leads the pack.
The next table represents the data from the respondents
coming from wineries.

TABLE 8. STATISTICAL BASIC VARIABLES FOR QUESTIONNAIRES COMING FROM WINERIES

It’s immediately evident that, for the respondents
coming from wineries, the influence of traditional media
and new media on purchase decision is quite low, and
similar, with a tiny edge for traditional media. Price and
brand follow in importance and are almost identical in

statistical relevance. WOM is much more important for this
class of respondents than for the previous one, averaging a
vote of 5, a median of 5 and a mode of 6.
The last table in this section shows the variables for the
respondents coming from social networks and e-mails.

TABLE 9. STATISTICAL BASIC VARIABLES FOR QUESTIONNAIRES COMING FROM SOCIAL NETWORKS/E-MAILS

Here, again, traditional media are the least important
influence in buying decision (average of slightly less than
3, median of 3 and mode of 1), strictly followed by new
media (average of slightly more than 3, median of 3 and
mode of 1). WOM is again vastly important, with an
average of about 4.7, median and mode of 5 and price has
very similar figures (4.65, 5 and 5). Brand has very similar
statistical variables when compared to the questionnaires
coming from blogs and websites, with an average of 4.2,
median and mode of 4. Personal experience is again the
leading influencing factor.
Traditional media seems to be the less influencing
channel, for wine purchase decision. The average of votes
is less than 2 (in a 1..7 interval) and both median and mode
are 1. The standard deviation is also fairly low, showing
that the votes are concentrated around the average. New
media follow, with a slightly higher average vote (higher
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than 2) but also a higher standard deviation, meaning that
votes are more spread around other values. Again, median
and mode are equal to 1. All the other channels seem to
have much more impact on purchase decision. Brand and
price both have an average higher than 4 (with a small edge
for price), a median of 4 and 5 respectively and a mode of
6 and 5 respectively. WOM comes next, with an average of
over 5 (again, in a 1..7 interval), a median of 5 and a mode
of 6. Not surprisingly, personal previous experience is
again leading the group, with an average vote of more than
6, with very low standard deviation, a median of 6 and a
mode of 7.
As a quick reference, the data have been summed up in
the following tables, where the averages for each
influencing variable are divided by the provenience of the
respondent.
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TABLE 10. STATISTICAL AVERAGES, DIVIDED BY PROVENIENCE OF QUESTIONNAIRES

respondent (Td), and then by multiplying the result by the
average of totals.

C. Normalized Data
The data have been normalized (Nd), so that the
summation of the votes for each respondent gives the same
total. This has been done since the respondents could give
any vote (symbolizing importance) to each variable, but it’s
also interesting to see how things would change if they had
the same total to be divided among each variable. This has
been achieved by calculating the average of the totals for
each respondent ( , resulting in 26.146) and then by
dividing each real vote (D) by the real total of votes for the

∗
Formula 1. Normalization of data
In this way, of course, the individual votes are no longer
ranging from 1 to 7, and are no longer integer values.
In the following table, to be compared with table 6, the
same statistical variables are calculated for normalized
aggregate data.

TABLE 11. STATISTICAL BASIC VARIABLES FOR NORMALIZED, AGGREGATE DATA

The difference is not big, and the order of importance
of the factor influencing the purchase decision is the same
as for the not normalized data (Experience, followed by
price, WOM, brand, new media and traditional media).

In the next table, the average for normalized data is
reported for each provenience of the questionnaires (to be
compared with table 10).

TABLE 12. STATISTICAL AVERAGES FOR NORMALIZED DATA, DIVIDED BY PROVENIENCE OF QUESTIONNAIRES

So also with normalized data, the traditional media is
the least influencing factor for wine purchase decision.
New media follow, with a pronounced edge for
respondents coming from blogs and websites and a subtle
edge for those coming from wineries and social channels.
Brand follows for the respondents coming from blogs/sites
and social channels, while for the respondents coming from
wineries this factor has a subtle advantage on price. Price
and WOM have a similar influence in aggregate data, but
price is more important for respondents coming from blogs
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and social channels, while for those coming from wineries
WOM has the edge. Previous personal experience, as
already discussed, is the most important factor for purchase
decision.
D. Averages for Each Class of Expense
Data have been divided by classes of expense, as shown
in table 1. The average of each factor is studied by each of
these classes, in table 13.
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TABLE 13. AVERAGES FOR EACH FACTOR, DIVIDED BY CLASS OF EXPENSE

The first variable that should radically change among
these classes is price. In fact, those spending less (0-49 €)
are more sensitive to this factor (average of over 4.9) and
this remains valid for the following class of expense (5099€), where the average is 4.8. The importance of price
diminishes in the next class of expense (100-149€), with an
average of less than 4.4 and further decreases for the next
class (150-199€), where it reaches the average of 4.
Strangely enough, for the next class (200-249€) the price
factor is again very important (average of 4.7). This could
be due to the fact that people spending this much in wine
perhaps do that for their own job (e.g. restaurant, bars) and
thus are quite keen to the price, when purchasing wines.
The highest class (expenditure equal or higher than 250€)
show that price is not a very compelling factor, with an
average of about 3.6. Perhaps those belonging to this class
are mainly wine collectors, or people that simply want the
best, without paying too much attention to price.
The other factor varying quite a lot, by changing class
of expense, is brand. This factor matter most to those
spending among 150 and 199€ (average 4.6), while it
matter the least to those spending over 250€ (average of
3.5). For the others the average is among 4 (100-149€) and
4.4 (50-99€).
The influence of traditional media, once again, is the
least important factor, no matter the class of expense. For
those spending less (0-49€) and for the higher class
(>250€) the average importance of this factor is
respectively of 2.9 and 2.7. This factor is a bit more
important for those in the other classes, being at about 3.2
for the class 50-99€ and around 3.4-3.5 for the other
classes.
Slightly more important, but still in the back positions
after traditional media, is the influence of new media. Here,
again, the least influenced by this factor are those spending
less money (average of 3.2 for the class 0-49€) and those
spending the most (average of 3.4 for those spending
>250€). For those spending among 50 and 149€ (2 classes)
the average is about 3.7, while for those spending among
150 and 249€ (again, 2 classes) the average is 4.
WOM has already proven to be an important
influencing factor in the previous analysis and this division
in classes of expense further confirms this. In fact, for all
the classes the average is higher than 4, with a maximum
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value of almost 4.9 for the lower class (0-49€) and a
minimum value of 4.1 for the class 200-249€.
Previous personal experience is still leading, with
average values higher than 6 for all the classes, but the
lowest one (that has an average of 5.9).
E. Summing up the Results
Advertisement coming from traditional media and new
media have a similar trend, with a majority of “low impact”
(vote: 1) on purchase decision, but new media have a
perceivable edge in the higher numbers (votes: 5 and 6).
From the gathered data, it is evident how both price and
WOM are considerable more important than
communication and advertisement coming from both
traditional and new media, and are very similar in the trend
of votes. Brand seems not to be as important as price or
WOM, but a bit more than advertisements or reviews. The
factor which is most important is previous experience even
if, as already stated, one year’s wine can considerably
differ from the one tasted in the past.
VI. INFORMATION DIFFUSION: EVALUATION BY
MEANS OF A SIMULATION MODEL
After having analysed the results coming from the
questionnaire, an agent based simulation model is built,
used to evaluate the potential difference in information
diffusion, with regards of wine, in a scenario where social
media are not used by the company in spreading messages
about their products, compared to one where social media
are used and potentially impact the buying decisions (as
evident from the questionnaire).
The model used is quite straightforward; it’s bottom-up,
in the sense that the rules are defined for the individual
entity and the collective behaviour emerges from the
interaction of the entities. This is ideal to study complex
situations where the emerging result is what really matters.
In the specific case, the individual agents (representing
people) are connected over a network, with random links
derived from a parameter called: “average number of links
per agent”. This is used defined, before the simulation
starts. When an agent has an information, he can decide to
pass it through her network, according to two parameters
called “probability to diffuse” and “diffusion force”. The
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1
2
Formula 2. Maximum theoretical number of links in the
model, given the number of agents
If also other categories were used, the previous formula
changes to:
1
, ,
∗
2
Formula 3. Maximum theoretical number of links in the
model, given the number of agents for each category
Where m is the number of agents of the first category,
n the number of those belonging to the second and o the
number of the agents of the third category.
The first step in the model is the random network
creation, given the number of agents and their kinds. In the
scenario presented in the present paper, only agents
belonging to the second category were used. So the formula
used to have the actual number of links for a given scenario
is:
1
,
∗ ∗
2

first one influences how many connections the agent will
pass the message to (e.g. a probability of 50% means that
the agent will, on average, pass the message to half of her
network neighbours). The second parameter deals with the
strength of the diffusion (e.g. a value of 50% means that a
contacted agent has 50% of probability of retaining the
received information and pass it in turn, while a value of
100% means that a contacted agent will certainly receive
and spread the message in turn). Another important
parameter is the “individual duration (persistence) of the
information” held by an individual agent. This is expressed
in the number of “turns”, or simulation steps, during which
the agent is bearer of the message. This parameter can
coincide with the period during which the agents tries to
spread the information, or differ from it (in that case
another parameter could be defined, namely “duration of
diffusion”). In the former case, the agent will go on
spreading the message for all the steps during which he
cares about the information, while in the latter case the
agents will stop spreading the message after n steps, even
if she still “cares” about it.
Besides, an agent could be endowed by a sort of
“immunity” to a message, especially after that he stopped
caring about it (i.e. when the period called “persistence of
the information” is over). If this parameter is activated, the
agent won’t receive the same information again, if she
already had it and stopped caring. This “immunity” can be
indefinite, meaning that the agent won’t receive the same
message anymore, or can be defined by a parameter, called
“duration of immunity”, again determined by a parameter
called “duration of immunity”.
In the used model, all the entities are interacting agents.
The set of agents is composed by three main categories.
This has been introduced to allow different linking
possibilities among the agents; in particular, the first
category can only be linked to the second, and at the same
way also the third can only be linked to the second. The
second, on the contrary, can be linked with the first, the
third and also with itself. For a basic diffusion model, in
which no rules for the linking connectors are considered,
the second category of agents can be employed alone
(without using the first or the third), so that they all are at
the same hierarchical level and can be connected among
them with no restrictions. The total number of possible
links, if only the second category of agents is present,
equals to:
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∗

Formula 4. Actual number of links in the model, given
the number of agents and the connection probability
Where n again is the number of agents and P is the
connection probability (both are user settable parameters).
At every step of the simulation, the list of agents
reached by a message is considered. For each agent, the list
of "neighbours" (i.e. the list of connected agents) is
considered. For each of those, if not already reached by the
message, the probability of being reached by the message
is computed according to the user defined parameter. So, if
the "diffusion strength" is 10% and the "probability of
contact" is 20%, the resulting probability to diffuse a
message is 2%, meaning that an agent will succeed in
passing over a message to 2 of her neighbours, out of 100.
If an agent is "immune" to the message, it won't be
reached by the message even if the previous rule applies. If
an agent is reached by a message and the "interest time" is
defined, she will go on spreading the message for that
period, and then she'll become immune (again, for a
defined period).
In figure 8 a flow chart is shown of the process
involving each of the agents reached by the message.
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Figure 8. The process of message diffusion for each of the agents

The simulator computes and draws on a graph, for each
turn, the percentage of agent reached by the message and
the number of immune agents.
In order to represent the two situations that we mean to
simulate (the diffusion of a message) with or without the
use of social media, two scenarios have been built,
differing by the probability of contact, 20% higher in the
case in which the wine company made use of social media.
The percentage was computed by taking into account the
difference coming out from the questionnaire (3.432 vs
3.021) and increasing it of a further 5% due to the fact that
also WOM is stronger when social channels are used (eWOM). For the specific case, relative to the impact of “new
media” in wine buying decision, we got from the
questionnaire that this factor has a quite important role in
buying wine, especially when the respondents came from
internet channels, hence it becomes crucial to check how
many people are indeed reached by a specific message to

compare the two situations and verify how much useful
could potentially be for a wine company to use social media
in its communication campaign and overall strategic
marketing and management.
In the following graph (figure 9) the situation where no
social media/blogs are used by the company is depicted.
We can summarize this case as the one where the company
uses only traditional media to capture the interest of people
and advertising its own products. The result is
straightforward, where the company succeed in diffusing
the message to about 50% of potential buyers within the
initial period, and then the percentage of customers
potentially interested in the product fluctuates among 25%
and 40%, slowly getting to about 35% average in the
medium run. We can connect this with the typical trend for
marketing, where a company has to reissue new campaigns
every few months, in order to revive the customers’ interest
in its products.

Figure 9. Company communication about the product coming only from traditional media
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In the second graph coming from the simulator (figure
10), the company uses social/new media as an additional
marketing mean for its wines. As already detailed, this

impacts the perception of potential customers in general,
but more and more that of those using the social channels.

Figure 10. Company communication about the product coming also from social/new media

Again, the impact of the marketing campaign is
particularly strong within the immediate simulation steps
(the maximum diffusion is now reached sooner, after about
75 steps). Something to notice here is that when new media
are involved, the percentage of agents reached is higher
than before, on average, but less stable (ranging from about
20% to 60%, after an initial peak of about 70%). This is
typical of internet marketing, where the message is more
pervasive, but also perceived as less stable by potential
customers. Anyway, as time goes by, the average
percentage of agents reached is about 42% after 500
simulated steps, which is higher than the one seen in figure
1.

From the gathered data, it is evident how both price and
WOM are considerable more important than
communication and advertisement coming from both
traditional and new media, and are very similar in the trend
of votes. Brand seems not to be as important as price or
WOM, but a bit more than advertisements or reviews. The
factor which is most important is previous experience even
if, as already stated, one year’s wine can considerably
differ from the one tasted in the past.
On the other side, a simulation model has been
employed to quantitatively show the potential difference
among a marketing campaign in the wine business carried
on only with traditional media, and one with the use of also
new/social media. Two scenarios have been simulated
through a bottom-up agent based model and the results
show a perceivable edge for the strategy employing social
media (a peak of about 70% of potentially interested buyers
is reached after few simulation steps, versus a peak of less
than 50% in the case where only traditional media are
employed). This simulated evidence, along with the results
coming from the questionnaire show, without a doubt, that
even for a traditional good like wine, new and social media
have a very important role in information diffusion and
driving force in buying decision.

VII. CONCLUSIONS
The present research has a twofold purpose. On one
side, it aims to empirically evaluate the impact of both new
and traditional communication media on wine buying
decisions and compare these factors with others, like brand,
price and previous personal experience. This is done by
means of an extensive questionnaire, diffused through
wineries, social channels and specialized blogs/websites. A
total of 460 questionnaires were collected and analysed. In
the questionnaire addressed to potential customers,
advertisement coming from traditional media and new
media have a similar trend, with a majority of “low impact”
(vote: 1) on purchase decision, but new media have a
perceivable edge in the higher numbers (votes: 5 and 6).
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